From the Arts in Mind Project & GEVA Theater:
A 3-part ‘experiment’ in arts-academics integration

1) Pre-Play discussion with GEVA performers
   Monday, April 13, 4PM
   Gowan rm. (Wilson)

2) Theatrical performance
   Tuesday, April 14, 7:30PM
   GEVA Theater

The Mountaintop
a play by Katori Hall

A soul-stirring reimagining of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s last night on earth. After delivering one of his most memorable speeches, an exhausted King retires to his room at the Lorraine Motel. A visit from the feisty hotel maid compels him to confront his own doubts, destiny and legacy. Winner of the Olivier Award for Best Play and a hit in London and on Broadway, dramatic, magical storytelling gives insight into King, the man, and reaches a summit that will leave audiences breathless.

3) Post-Play discussion with UR faculty, at GEVA
   (plus backstage visit)

Open to UR undergrad., grad., and med. students
costs & transportation are provided (AIM Project)

Contact: arts_in_mind@rochester.edu
Web & register: www.urmc.rochester.edu/arts-in-mind/Events.aspx